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The J-3000 is great for large
lines and long runs, as well as
small lines. And it’s much more
powerful than smaller jets. A
3000 psi, 4 gallon per minute
triplex pump with Vibra-pulse®

on demand drives the hose 
easily around tight bends and
down long runs. The pump is
powered by a reliable 13 hp
“Quiet Drive” Honda engine
attached to a 2 to 1 gear 
reducer to extend the life of 
the pump. There’s even an easy
access control panel that lets
you switch from jetting to 
pressure washing with the turn
of a knob.

Standard safety features 
include a thermal relief valve to
protect the pump from heat
damage, along with a backflow
check valve and inlet filter. 
A removable 300 ft. capacity
hose reel with drag brake, reel
lock and brass swivel is mounted
on a heavy duty frame with four
pneumatic tires. 
A wheel brake keeps the machine
solidly positioned on the job.
Complete with tool box, 
chemical injector, and spray
wand with trigger. Electric start,
LP fueled, and 220v/3 phase
models available.

HR-200-W Handy-Reel with Foot Pedal
For use with any jet, the compact 200 ft. capacity Handy-Reel can
be attached to a gas jet so you can use the power of the gas 
unit inside a building. Or it can be taken up on a roof to clear 
vents while your Jet sits securely on the ground. 
The foot pedal gives you added safety. Water 
flows when you step on the pedal and stops 
when you lift your foot, so you have both 
hands free at all times to control the hose. 
The foot pedal is also available separately.

J-3000
Specifications:
Pump:

Triplex w/Vibra-pulse ®

Pressure:
3000 psi

Flow:
4 gpm

Engine:
13 hp w/Low oil shut off,
and gear reducer

Hose Reel:
Removable, brass swivel, 
drag brake and reel lock, 
300 ft. x 3/8” capacity

Weight:
203 lbs. (92 kg)

Dimensions:
40" L x 24" W x 42" H
(102 cm x 61 cm x 107 cm)

Our most 
popular 
gas jet.


